ABSTRACT
The CV is very useful for evaluation of capacitive behaviour of a device or electrode made 8 from a synthetic pure or composite material.
9
In practice, galvanostatic charging-discharging (GCD) is also used to calculate the time during a cycle of constant current charging and discharging.
1
When the capacitor is charged, a voltage, U, will build up across the two electrodes. The 2 amount of energy () stored and the power output (P) from the capacitor can be determined 3 through a series of calculations below. At first, the work, d, done in a short time to move a 4 small quantity of charge, dQ, to be accumulated at the electrode/dielectric medium interface 5 can be calculated from Eq. (4) by considering d = UdQ. If the heat loss during charging is 6 insignificant, the total energy stored in the capacitor is then determined after integration. It is 7 worth noting that a practical capacitor has always a maximum tolerable voltage, U max , beyond 8 which the dielectric or ionic medium will break down (or decompose). Thus there is a 9 maximum energy capacity,  max , that can be correlated to U max and the capacitance, C, which 10 is the property of the capacitor (or electrode) material used. Secondly, it is to determine the power output, P, using the time needed to fully discharge 14 the capacitor as expressed in Eq. (6): 
Non-faradaic capacitive storage

19
The capacitance of a conventional capacitor typically ranges between 10 -6  10 -2 F, largely because the high porosity and specific surface area make activated carbons weaker 23 and less conducting. The other issue is that not all the internal surface area, such as those of 24 the wall of micro-pores, can be accessed by ions in the activated carbon for charge storage. was used as the counter electrode and the Ag/AgCl couple used as the reference electrode.
20
The resulting CVs are shown in inaccessible even though the ion concentration was significantly increased.
7
The capacitance improvement from the surface modification with functional groups is well 8 demonstrated by the significant current increase in the CVs recorded in 1.0 M KCl using a 9 6.5 mm dia. graphite disc electrode coated with acid-treated CNTs (Fig. 6b) 
15
The pair of broad peaks on the CV of Fig. 6b indicates the oxy-groups on the surfaces of the 16 acid-treated CNTs had undergone a reversible redox or faradaic reaction. Since the CV with 17 the broad peaks still remains fairly rectangular, it can still be regarded as being capacitive.
18
Thus, the acid-treated CNTs exhibited a much higher specific capacitance of 60 F g -1 than
19 that of the as-received CNTs (9.1 F g -1 ), because the charge storage process of the former shows that the increased charge storage occurs mostly in the middle of the potential window.
7
This means that in a symmetrical capacitor, the increased charge capacity would be utilised at 8 low voltages and hence contribute little to the energy capacity. It would be more meaningful 9 to use such acid-treated CNTs or activated carbon in an asymmetrical supercapacitor so that 10 the charge storage can increase at higher cell voltages to give rise to larger energy capacity.
11
In such cases, the increased charge storage capacity can be further exploited together with the 12 unequal electrode capacitance strategy as will be discussed in the later section.
13
The influence of cations in the electrolyte on capacitance was also investigated by oxy-groups can be similarly explained in the current case. As schematically illustrated in Fig.   13 8b, it can be assumed that the oxy-groups on CNT surfaces have high selectivity or affinity of the oxy-groups on the CNT surfaces are suitable for binding Ca 2+ via Reaction (1) below.
11
In addition, the fact that each Ca 2+ ion has two positive charges could be another However, when similar investigations were carried out using a Haycarb carbon electrode, 
where n is the number of electrons transferred between the reduced and oxidised sites, F the The cause for CVs or GCD plots in pernigraniline. Again, due to the non-capacitive or battery-like behaviour of PAN, the peak 3 shaped CVs should not be used for the capacitance measurement as the large peak current 4 will lead to a misleading ultra-high capacitance value [39].
5
In contrast, the specific capacitance of PAN can be calculated as below based on the 6 rectangular CVs in Fig. 13c after combining faradaic and double layer contributions,
where F is the Faraday constant, E the potential range, M the molecular mass of the However, in the paper, the performance characteristics were still calculated based on the energy used during the charging period was released during the discharging period. In this 13 case, the energy efficiency considered as the ratio of discharging energy to charging energy is 14 far smaller than 1, which is not ideal for energy storage. asymmetrical supercapacitor must be the same and is governed by Eq. (12) to (14),
where C P and C N are the capacitance, and U P and U N are the "working potential range" of the which is derived from Eq. (5) and (12) to (14). and the MCV of a supercapacitor, but is difficult to predict in practice. As shown in Fig. 16,   4 if the positive electrode is the "cell voltage limiting electrode" as the MCV of the 5 supercapacitor is determined by E P2 , then PZV − E N1 > E P2 − PZV, and the capacitance of the 6 two electrodes are equal, the MCV would be (E P2 − P ZV ) × 2. 
23
When the C P /C N ratio changes from 1.0 to 1.5, the cell capacitance only decreases by 7%,
24
while the specific energy of the cell increases over 80%. These improvements are remarkable,
30
as there was only a small increase of 12.9% in the total mass of the electrode materials. in the nanopores of CMPB at high negative polarisation.
11
The SEM and TEM images of the CMPB used in the research are shown in Fig. 19 and   12 reveal micrometer sized aggregates of uniform onion-like spherical nanoparticles (10 nm)
13 [54] . This nanoporous structure could also make contribution to the extension of the negative The C P /C N ratio comes to 4/3 and has successfully extended the negative electrode potential supercapacitor with the C P /C N ratio of 4/3 performs better than the one with the ratio of 1.
12
The calculation of the cell capacitance and specific energy capacity indicate that there will be 13 only 2% decrease of the cell capacitance but 38% increase of the cell specific energy capacity.
14 This is a typical zero cost engineering example. 
Supercapattery
8
Another widely applied approach to increasing the energy capacity of supercapacitors 9 is using hybrid configurations that take the advantages of both the supercapacitor and battery.
10
The particular design involves combination of a supercapacitor electrode with a battery negligible because the specific charge capacity of lithium is much larger than that of the 7 supercapacitor electrode. Thus, in theory, supercapattery can possess higher specific energy 8 than both battery and supercapacitor, and should be able to supply this specific energy at a 9 power output almost as high as supercapacitor with suitable electrode and cell designs. for a "Li | activated carbon" supercapattery. [60] .
15
However, the current density of the supercapattery discussed above is 0.255 mA cm -2 , which We have also found a unique affinity between Ca 2+ ions and the oxy-groups on the 
